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Abstract
Background Motor and postural control dysfunctions are hypothesized to be important for the
development and clinical course of chronic, non-specific low back pain (cLBP).
Objective To compare the motor and postural control deficiencies (MPCD) between patients with cLBP
and healthy controls.Methods Blinded, cross-sectional control study using clinical tests examining motor
and postural control between patients and healthy controls.
Results We compared the motor and postural control of 46 cLBP patients and 36 healthy controls.
Patients with cLBP had significantly more positive pathological tests for movement control (one-leg
stance, hip extension, and breathing pattern). No significant differences were observed between groups
for tests examining postural control. Patients with cLBP had significantly more trigger points in muscles
relevant to postural control.
Conclusions Although we found that, in general, cLBP patients have poorer motor and postural control
relative to healthy subjects, not all patients showed poor motor and postural control. Therefore, MPCD
might only be relevant for a subgroup of patients with cLBP. Targeted diagnostic and treatment settings
as well as preventive interventions for this subgroup should be the aim of further studies.

Background
Motor and postural control deficiencies (MPCD) contribute to chronic, non-specific low back pain (cLBP)
[1, 2]. However, studies examining training programs to specifically improve MPCD have not shown
superiority to general exercise [3], and clinical outcomes are not predictable based on findings of the deep
stabilization system [4, 5]. In a previous study, we evaluated clinical tests for movement and postural
control in patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain, which indicated that patients with more advanced
chronic pain have poorer movement and postural control compared to patients with less advanced
disease and that the quantity of MPCD predicts treatment outcome [6].
Because MPCD is not the only factor that influences the course of cLBP [7, 8], subgrouping patients by
other criteria that influence cLBP, such as musculoskeletal dysfunction, psychosocial and
pathomorphological factors as well as neurophysiological changes of pain reception might be beneficial
for improving outcomes. Studies examining specific subgroups of patients with cLBP show promise. A
two-week inpatient treatment program directed at MPCD shows long-term improvements in pain intensity,
general function, and quality of life [9, 10]. Lethola et al. showed that specialized treatment of MPCD is
superior for reduction of pain intensity to general exercise [11]. Functional restoration programs, which
address patients’ dysfunctional beliefs and behavior, improve functional performance, pain, and quality
of life [12].
MPCD might account for one or more subgroups of patients with cLBP [6, 13, 14, 15]. Insufficient lumbar
stabilization [16, 17, 18], poor coordination [6, 19, 20], reduced muscular endurance [24], altered
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perception [21, 22, 23, 24], breathing and pelvic floor dysfunction [36], and postural muscle trigger points
(TRPs) are relevant to the course of cLBP. Furthermore, these factors seem to influence the course of
cLBP independently from other factors such as fear of movement or psychopathologies [6, 25].
How MPCD influences cLBP has not been yet established. Motor control dysfunctions might result in an
overload of structures/tissues and are responsible for nociception and energy exhaustion [28, 29]. Both
are considered causes of muscular tension, with TRPs and segmental dysfunction resulting in
nociception and aberrant motor and postural control [13, 14, 27, 28, 29].
In this study, we used simple, reliable [30] clinical tests to compare motor and postural control in patients
with cLBP and healthy controls. Various aspects of motor and postural control were clinically examined
(Tab. 1–3).

Methods
This study was a prospective, rater-blinded, cross-sectional controlled multicenter study, held at four
study centers (hospital departments for the treatment of chronic diseases of the locomotor system,
especially chronic pain syndromes). It was approved by the ethics committee of Jena University and
conducted according to the declaration of Helsinki. Test selection, documentation, blinding procedures,
and training were conducted before the study began.
The study centers recruited patients and healthy controls. After a patient consented to the study, the
admitting hospital doctor referred patients to the study. Inclusion criteria included cLBP (defined as Stage
2 and 3 by the Mainz Pain Staging System (MPSS; 31)) and age between 18 and 65 years. The MPSS
divides patients into different stages of chronic pain, with stage 1 being the least chronic and stage 3 the
highest stage of chronic pain. Exclusion criteria included specific LBP, severe comorbidities (e.g. severe
heart failure (NYHA 3 and 4), severe COPD), psychiatric diseases, neurological diseases, known
pregnancy, non-consent, cognitive impairment, and inability to speak or read German. Healthy controls
were recruited regionally by announcement via advertisement in the hospital public areas and reported to
the study secretary of the departments. Volunteers were considered healthy by the absence of: current
LBP, any LBP within the last 12 months, more than one episode of LBP in the past resulting in medical
treatment (medication, physiotherapy, injections), and any spinal operation or joint replacement.
All patients and healthy controls were asked to fill out a quality of life questionnaire (SF12; physical and
psychological subscales). The study nurse-secretary scheduled examinations for both groups with the
study doctor or physiotherapist, who were blind to patient grouping. The examining doctor or
physiotherapist was trained prior to the study and followed a fixed examination schedule. The tests,
direct and indirect assessments of motor and postural control, were documented as either positive or
negative (Tab. 1). These tests come from various schools of manual medicine or physiotherapy and have
been found to have moderate to good inter/intra-rater reliability (kappa 0.6–0.8; 30). They examine
spontaneous movements, directed movements, postural pattern, movements or postures considered to
provoke special postural reactions, and secondary signs of muscle strain in postural muscles (TRPs).
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The postural patterns examined were adapted from the crossed syndromes according to Janda, who
divided muscles into predominantly tonic and phasic/stabilizing muscles, which have a tendency
towards tension/shortening and weakening, respectively [32]. Both result in the typical postures and
muscle patterns indicative of poor postural control (Tab. 2). Furthermore, the diaphragm and pelvic floor
are muscles critical to stabilization of the spine. TRPs are signs of strain in these postural muscles and,
therefore, a sign of poor motor and postural control (Tab. 3).
In order to see if some tests are more specific for cLBP, examinations testing for MPDC not considered
relevant for cLBP were included into the study (Tab. 1–3).
We used SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 22) for statistical analyses. To detect differences between
motor control patterns in cLBP patients and healthy controls, we used the chi-square test. To compare
both groups reported psychometric parameters and quality of life, we used the Mann-Whitney-U Test for
independent samples. Differences were considered statistically significant if p≤0.05.

Results
We recruited 53 cLBP patients and 45 healthy controls to the study. Due to missing data, the sample size
was reduced to 46 patients and 37 controls, in which the mean age was 47.7 years [24–59] and the
composition 63.4% female (53 females, 30 males). No statistically significant differences existed
between the groups regarding sex or age. Due to missing data, the quality of life questionnaire (SF12)
was further reduced to 33 cLBP patients and 22 healthy controls.
We observed significantly lower quality of life scores in cLBP patients for both physical and mental
health (Tab. 4). Among cLBP patients, the average pain intensity on a scale of 0–100 was “medium” at
56. Five patients had pain during 6 months, three between 6 and 12 months, nine between 12 and 24
months, 10 between 24 months and 5 years, and the remaining 56 had experienced pain for longer than 5
years.
Clinical tests not thought to be relevant for cLBP showed no statistically significant differences in the
frequency of positive findings between healthy controls and patients (Fig. 1), but tests considered
relevant to cLBP showed disparate results. Dysfunctional breathing patterns were significantly more
common in cLBP patient for breathing pattern 1 but not for breathing patterns 2 and 3 (Fig. 2). Tests for
stabilization and coordination of the pelvis indicated that an altered one-leg stance or hip extension is
present significantly more often in cLBP patients than in healthy controls (two and three times more
frequent, respectively; Fig. 3).
Poor postural control, as indicated by Janda’s crossed syndromes, tended to be more frequent in patients
than in healthy controls. Although almost 20% more cLBP patients had lower crossed syndrome I and
almost twice as many had a lower crossed syndrome II, these findings were not statistically significant
(Fig. 4; p = 0.072 and 0.137, respectively). Lumbar stability and indirect assessments of stability and
coordination were not significantly different between groups (Fig. 5, 7).
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Pelvic floor TRPs were significantly more common in cLBP patients, occurring four times more often than
in healthy controls. Diaphragmatic TRPs were nearly twice as common in cLBP patients, but this
difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.087; Fig. 6).

Discussion
This study was performed to clinically examine whether patients with cLBP have altered movement
and/or postural control relative to healthy controls. We found no differences in patient age or gender
between groups, so the detected variance in the motor control and postural control is neither age- nor
gender-related. Duration of pain and impact on quality of life indicate that the patients with cLBP in this
study are comparable to other, previously studied groups of patients [6, 33].
Consistent with previous findings, MPCD was more common in the cLBP group (1, 2). To determine
whether cLBP is related to MPCD generally or to specific features of MPCD, we included tests relevant to
MPCD but not cLBP. Positive results for these tests, which assessed postural and movement control of
the shoulder and neck region, did not differ in frequency between the two groups, suggesting that
disturbances of motor and postural control are specific to the affected region. To our knowledge, there are
no studies comparing patients with different pain syndromes and, therefore, different MPCD. It would be
interesting to evaluate further whether MPCD are complaint-specific or a general problem related to
chronic pain (34).
The Vele and Matthias Tests did not demonstrate significant differences in coordination and the deep
stabilization system between the two groups, and, surprisingly, more healthy controls than cLBP patients
showed the dysfunctional pattern. We recommend rejecting or revising these assessments of postural
reactions.
Dysfunction in tests that assess stabilization of the lumbar spine (hip flexion 1 and 2, sit ups) was not
significantly different between groups, with high frequency in both patients and controls. We therefore
question whether the movement patterns thought to be dysfunctional (Tab. 1) are normal variants.
However, others have suggested that movement and postural control in patients are only altered under
high strain to the locomotor system (1, 2). Therefore, combining tasks e.g. checking for pelvic and lumbar
stability, might help to differentiate between patients and healthy subjects.
As tests of movement and postural control of the pelvis, one-leg stance and hip extension were
significantly more common in patients than controls, but hip abduction was not. This finding supports
the idea that MPCD of the pelvic/lumbosacral region might contribute to the development of cLBP.
Indeed, high activation of the M. erector spinae and decreased motor response variability of the pelvic
region are correlated to cLBP [35, 36, 37]. However, it is not clear if poor movement control is primary or
whether it is secondary to the pain [34, 38]. On the other hand, MPCD is known to persist after an acute
episode of musculoskeletal pain [40]. It seems plausible that persistent MPCD is a risk factor for
recurrence and chronicity of LBP [6, 40], which these simple clinical tests might help to prevent.
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The pelvic floor and diaphragm are important postural muscles. TRPs in these muscles are indirect signs
of poor postural control [6, 15 41]. In this study, we found pelvic floor TRPs significantly more often in
cLBP patients than in healthy controls. Although the difference in frequency of TRPs in the diaphragm
was not statistically significant, it was almost twice as high in cLBP patients than controls but did not
reach statistical significance, likely due to the relatively small number of participants and infrequency of
this dysfunction. In addition, we found that groups differed in breathing pattern 1 (Fig. 2). Thus, our
results support the growing evidence that the pelvic floor and diaphragm are important for spinal
stabilization and that impaired function might be a relevant factor in the development of cLBP [41, 42].
The tests we used to assess these features are easy and quick to perform; their incorporation into
physiotherapy practices and chronic pain management might help to detect patients in this subgroup.
Finally, the crossed syndromes tests for postural control indicated that more cLBP patients were affected
by these dysfunctions, but the differences did not reach statistical significance. Again, this is probably
caused by the relatively small number of participants in this study. In addition, the presence of MPCD has
previously been described as detectable only under additional stress to the locomotor system (1). Our
tests might require refinement to differentiate between postural control in patients and healthy controls.
Although our results elucidate motor and postural control dysfunction in a population of patients with
cLBP, our study was limited by the overall small number of participants, which restricts the sensitivity of
our analyses. Furthermore, we recruited and examined more patients than healthy controls, which limited
our ability to detect differences between these populations. Finally, because we lacked funding for a
dedicated study nurse, our analyses suffered from missing data, especially for the quality of life
questionnaire.

Conclusions
Using simple, clinical tests, we showed differences in movement control between cLBP patients and
healthy controls. Some of the functional tests showed a statistically significant difference between
patients and healthy controls. However, many patients with cLBP demonstrated negative test results.
Therefore, MPCD might only play a role in a subgroup of patients with cLBP. Because a broad variety of
MPCD has been observed in patients with cLBP [43, 44], the manner in which MPCD manifests may vary
across cLBP patients. Thus, subgrouping might be necessary to define the correct functional treatment
strategy for each individual patient [46]. Further research into clinical subgrouping of patients with cLBP
including functional, psychosocial, pathomorphological, and neurophysiological aspects of pain
chronicity will help to elucidate the etiology of cLBP and to identify effective strategies to treat and
prevent it.

Abbreviations
cLBP
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Chronic non-specific low back pain
COPD
Fig.
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Figure
LBP
Low back pain
M.
Muscle
MPCD
Motor and postural control deficiencies
MPSS
Mainz Pain Staging System
NYHA
New York Heart Association (Staging of heart failure)
SF12
Short form 12 (quality of life questionnaire)
SPSS
Tab.
Statistical Package for the Social Science
Table
TRPs
Muscle trigger points
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Background of the test

Test

Function of diaphragm as relevant
postural muscle for lumbar
stabilization

Breathing
pattern 1

Function of scapula-fixating muscles;
coordination/ stabilization of the
shoulder-neck region

Function of lumbar stabilization,
indirect (compensating psoas muscle
pull when flexing the hip)

Test
thought
to be
relevant
for cLBP
Yes

Position

Task

Positive

Sitting

“Breathe
normally”

Breathing
pattern 2

Yes

supine

“Breathe
normally”

Breathing
pattern 3

Yes

supine

“Breathe
into your
stomach”
“Lift up
your
elbow to
the side”
“Pull
your
shoulder
blades
together”
“Lift up
your
knee”
“Lift up
your
knee”
“Lift up
your
upper
body”

Upward
movement of the
thorax
Upward
movement of the
thorax
Not able to breath
into abdomen

Shoulder
abduction

No

Sitting

Shoulder
adduction

No

Sitting

Hip
flexion 1

Yes

Sitting

Hip
flexion 2

Yes

Standing

Function of lumbar stabilization;
strength of M. rectus abdominis and
oblique abdominal muscles; movement
direction dependent stabilization

Sit ups

Yes

Function of pelvic stabilization;

Hip
extension

Yes

Supine,
hands
behind
head, heels
pushed into
ground
Prone

Hip
abduction

Yes

Lying on
the
right/left
side

One-leg
stance

Yes

Standing

“Lift up
the
right/left
leg”

Matthias
Test

Yes

“Stand
for 20
seconds”

Vele Test

Yes

Standing,
arms
stretched
out to the
front
Standing

Coordination of pelvic stabilizing
muscles (especially pelvic floor, hip
abducting muscles, gluteal muscles,
transversus abdominis)

Indirect testing of coordination/
stabilization (postural reflexes)
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“Lift the
left/right
leg up
straight”
“Lift the
upper leg
up”

“Shift
your
weight to
the front”

Early dynamic
activation of the
upper trapezius
muscle
Activation of the
upper trapezius
muscle

Movement of the
umbilicus to the
side
Movement of the
umbilicus to the
side
Ability to lift
upper shoulder
blade from the
ground without
releasing heel
pressure
Tilting of the
pelvis

Turning of the
foot, dynamic
activation of the
M. quadratus
lumborum
Trendelenburg
sign, Duchenne
sign, dynamic
activation of the
M. quadratus
lumborum
Back-bending of
the torso

Toes not bending

Table 2.
Test

Position

Upper
crossed
syndrome

Standing

Lower
crossed
syndrome I
Lower
crossed
syndrome II

Test thought to
be relevant for
cLBP
No

Positive

Muscle pattern

Shoulder and
head
protraction

Weakness: scapula-fixating muscles, deep
neck flexing muscles.

Standing

Yes

Lumbar
hyperlordosis

Standing

Yes

Forward tilt
pelvis

Shortening: upper trapezius muscle, short
neck-extending muscles, M. sternocleidomastoideus
Weakness: transverse abdominal muscle
Shortening: Mm. erector spinae (lumbar spine)
Weakness: gluteal muscles
Shortening: hip flexing muscles

Tab. 3.
Test
TRP pelvic floor
TRP diaphragm

Position
Lying right or left side
Sitting, bending forward

Test thought relevant for cLBP
Yes
Yes

Positive
Palpable TRP
Palpable TRP

Tab. 4.
Test
SF12 physical
SF12 psychological

Group
cLBP patients
controls
cLBP patients
controls

N
33
22
33
22

Mean
33.97
53.02
42.24
52.28

Figures
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Standard deviation
8.43
5.85
12.81
6.79

p
<0.001
0.003

Figure 1
Performance of chronic lower back pain (cLBP) patients and healthy controls in physiotherapy tests
unrelated to chronic lower back pain (cLBP).
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Figure 2
Performance of breathing patterns in patients with chronic low back pain (cLBP) and healthy controls.
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Figure 3
Pelvic stabilization/coordination in chronic lower back pain (cLBP) patients and healthy controls.
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Figure 4
Postural control in chronic lower back pain (cLBP) patients and healthy controls, as assessed by Janda’s
crossed syndromes.
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Figure 5
Lumbar stability assessments in chronic lower back pain (cLBP) patients and healthy controls.
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Figure 6
Postural muscle trigger points in chronic lower back pain (cLBP) patients and healthy controls.
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Figure 7
Indirect testing of stability and coordination in chronic lower back pain (cLBP) patients and healthy
controls.
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